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JET-BOUNDARY AND PLAN-FORiM CORRECTIONS FOR PARTIAL-SPAN MODELS

WITH REFLECTION-PLANE, END-PLATE, OR NO END-PLATE

IN A CLOSED CIRCULAR WIND TUNNEL
By JAMES C. SWELLS and OWEN J. DETERS

SUMMARY

h methodis presented for determining the jet-boundary and
plan-form correction nece88ary for application to test data for
a partial-8pan model m“th a rej?eclion plane, an end plate, or
no end plate in a closed circular wind tunnel. Zkamples are
worked out .~r a partial-~pan model w“th each of the three end
conditions m. the Langley 19-foot pre8cure tunnel and the cor-
rections are applied to measured raJue8 of lifi, drag, p“tching-
nwrwnt, rollin~moment, and yaw”ng-mometi coemnts. A
comparison of the corrected aerodynamic charactetiiiG8 for all
three end condition8 indica!e8 that good agreement ic obtained
un”thj?ap8 neutral at ndues of J&t coej%n”entbelow the 8tall and
thaf somewhat le88 8ati&jiactory agreement ?k obtained in the
region of mam”mum lijl coe~cknt or with $ap8 de$ected.
Except for the correction to the rolling-moment coe~m”eni, the
jet-boundary correction were somewhat smaller for the re$ec-
tion-plane condition -than for either of the other end conditiow
because the induced upwa8h angle wa8 ~helowest; a180, the plan-

form correction for thie end conditwn were considerably smaller
because the w“ng [i@ dktri.bution was the least altered as com-
pared uith that for a complete wing. From e~ry considerat-
ion, the u8e of a reflectionplane gaoe the be8t re8ult8 for te-sta
of a partial-8pan model.

INTRODUCTION

Because of the demand for greater load-carrying capacity,
the size of bomber and transport airplanes is being steadily
increased. In order to test models of these airplanes in
existing wind tunnels at Reynolds numbers as large as pos-
sible, greater use is being made of semispan or pa.rtial-span
modek. The use of such models effectively increases the
Reynolds number at which tests can be made to two or more
times the test Reynolds number for complete-span modek.
Such models are used to best advantage to determine the
aerodynamic characteristics of wings, flaps, lateral-control
devic.=, and ducts.

In many previous tests of partial-span models, wind-
tunnel corrections to the test data have been neglected
entirely. In some instances, however, these corrections may
amount to as much as 20 percent of the uncorrected value
and therefore every effort should be made to determine and
apply the corrections. Davison and Rosenhead (reference 1)
developed a method for determining the jet-boundmy
corrections ti the angle of attack and drag of semispan
models with a reflection pht.nein an open-jet circular wind

tunnel. Kondo (reference 2) by a different method also
determined these corrections for open and closed circular
wind tunnels. Swanson and TolI (reference 3) determined
these and several other corrections for models in a closed
rectangukr wind tunnel.

The purpose of the present report is to give a method for
determining the jet-boundary and plan-form corrections to
be applied to wind-tunnel data for partial-span models with
a reflection plane, an end plate, or no end plate in a closed
circular wind tunnel For the jet-boundary corrections the
methods of reference 3 are fairly closely follovwd in many
respects after the basic methocLs of determining the jeh -
boundary-induced upwmh angle have been established.
In order to determine the jehboundary-induced upwmh
angle for the reflection-plane condition, the method of.. .
reference ‘1 is revcis.edto apply to a closed circular wind
tunnel and e.xtendedso that corrections to rolling and yaw-
ing moments may be obtained. The jet-boundary-induced
upwash angle for the conditions with an end plate and no
end plate is determined by tie usual methods for closed
circular wind tunnek. The plan-form corrections described
herein are those which must be appfied to partial-span-wing
data in order that the completely corrected data be appli-
cable to complete-span wings.

The corrections derived herein have been applied to the
data from tests in the Langley 19-foot pressure tunnel of a
partial-span model with each of the three types of end con-
dition: reflection plane, end plate, and no end plate. In-
cluded for purposes of comparison are rolling-moment data
from tests of a complete-span model of the same airplane.
A comparison of other aerodynamic characteristics with
those of the complete-pan model is not given because the
model configurations -werenot comparable.

COEFFICIENTSAND SYMBOLS

The coefficients and symbols used herein are defied
follows :

c%
(

Measured lift
uncorrected lift coefficient

qs )

Q uncorrected drag coefficient
(

Measured drag
% !f~ )

c% uncorrected pitching-moment coefficient

(
Measured pitching moment

qsc’ )

—

as
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c%

CL

c.

cm

c,,

c,

c.

where

!2

P

v

S

Ct

b

A(?D

ACD,

ACDV

AC.,

AC.

(A%),

(f%)2

(A%),

(w),

(f%),

and

w

rolling-moment coefficient corrected for asymmet~

(
Measured rolling moment

only — ~(~s)b
_ (Measured rolling moment) ~..oo

g(2S)b )

yawing-moment coefficient corrected for asymmetry

only
(

~Measuredvawing moment
q(2S)b

_ (Measured yawing moment)~..ao
q(2S)b )

lift coefficient; no corrections applied (Cfi)

drag coefficient completely corrected (CDU+AC’.)

pitching-moment coefficient corrected for plan
form ( CmU+A(%P)

corrected rolling-moment coefficient for semispan
model with reflection plane

rolling-moment coefficient completely corrected

yawing-moment coeilicient completely corrected
(C%+ACJ

dynamic pressure
()

+ pv’

-... a-..:+- -$ -:..
11 Ltbm5 UGILU by (J1 UAl

airspeed

model wing area

mean aerodynamic

twice model span

chord of complete wing

complete drag-coefficient correction (AI!7DJ+ACD=)

jet-boundary correction to drag coetlkient

plan-form correction to drag coefficient

plan-form correction to pitching-moment coeffi-
cient

complete correction to yawing-moment coefficient

((AQI+(AQ+ (A%),+(%),)

plan-form correction to yawing-moment coatlicient
due to end condition

plan-form correction to yawing-moment coet%cient
due to aspect ratio, taper ratio, and ratio of
aileron span to wing span

yawing-moment-coefficient correction due to re-
flection plane

yawing-moment-coefficient correction due to
boundary-induced aileron upwash and wing
Ioa,ding

yawing-moment-coefficient correction due to
boundary-induced wing upwash and aileron
loading

induced vertical velocity; positive upward

v

r

r
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c
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As,.,,

Aup

Aa

ao
au

a

cl<
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mu

‘n-h

G

aU

a

A

h

E

u

x&&

H

A

AGzJ

Aciz

Acz

ACJ,

Cla

induced lateral veJocity; positive toward wing tip

circulation

radius of circular jet

section lift coefficient

‘section chord

mean geometric chord

longitudinal coordinate
used in transformation

lateral coordinate

.

or complex coordinrttc

()
lateral coordinate, fraction of model span ~~z

vertical coordinate

jet-boundary correction to induced nnglc of attack

streamline-curvature correction to anglo of attack

plan-form correction to angle of attack

complete correction to angle of attnck
(Aaj+Aa,...+Aa,)

angle of attack for infinite aspect ratio

uncorrected angle of attack

corrected angle of attack (au-1-Aa)

induced angle of attack

section lift-curve slope pcr radiwn (57.3ao)

uncorrected lifbcurve slope per radian (57.3aJ

corrected lift-curve slope per radian (57.3a)

()
section lift-curve slope per degree $~~

()uncorrected lift-curve slope per degrco ~~

()
corrected lift-curve slope per degree ‘~

aspect ratio

taper ratio; ratio of tip chord LOroot chord

Semiperirncier
(

edge-velocity correction factor — Span )

induceddrag correction factor (refcreDcc 4)

distance from reference point to aerodynamic
conter

factor used to determine Za.c.(refercnco 4)

angle of sweepback of quarter-chord line

je~boundary correction ta rolling-mome]]t cocfli-
cient

plan-form correction to roIliug-moment coefhcicnt

cOmplete correction to roIIing-moment cOcfZ’micnt

one-half rolling-moment-codficient correction duo
to reflection plane

rate of change of ro~ing-moment coefficient with
~eron deflection Ml

()a8a.
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& aileron deflection
k rate of change of section angle of attack with

()
acq

aileron deflection —& a cl

K factor used to determine induced yawing-moment
coefficient (reference 5)

E compkx coordinate b transformed plane

7 lateral coordinate in transformed plane

f vertical coordinate in transformed plane

y=tan-l#

h semiheight of reflection plane or end plate

d distance of reflection plane or end plate from
center line of hmnel

e distance of wing tip from center line

8 spamvise location of trailing vortex

u spanwise location of trailing vortex in transformed
plane

4 W210citypotential function

# stream function

f factorusedto dekrminelift-curveslope (reference)

R Reynolds number (PVc’/K)

P coefficient of viscosity

M Mach number (V/VJ

v, speed of sound in air

Subscripts:

{ induced

j jet boundary

P plan form

31 model

2ilf w-kg of tsvice model span

T complete fig

e end plate,

S.c. streamline curvature

u uncorrected

All pitching-moment coefficients, measured or corrected,
are about the quarter-chord point of the mean aerodynamic
chord of the complete wing. Corrected rolling-moment and
yawing-moment coefficients are about the projection of this
point in the plane of s.yrmnetryof the complete wing, although
thwe moments were measured ,about the projection of this
point in the plane at the root end of the model parallel to the
plane of symmetry.

DERIVATIONOF CORRECTIONS

Tho corrections to be applied to data from tests of partial-
span models are of two types: jet boundary and plan form.

The je&boundary corrections are due to the influence of the
tunnel wall on the induced velocities, which in turn affect
the aerodpamic characteristics of the model. The main
factors contributing ta the jehboundal-y corrections are the
shape of the tunnel wall and the size of the model relative
to the tunnel. The geometric characteristics of the model
also contribute to the corrections. The plan-form corrections
may be divided into two parts The first part is due to
ditlerence.s in the span loading of a complete wing and
that of the model with a reflection plane, end plate, or no
end plate. The second part is due to differences in aspect
ratio, taper ratio, and the ratio of aileron span to wing span
if the model span is less than the semispan of the complet,e
wing.

For the sake of simplicity, not only in deriving the cor-
rections but also in applying them to data, the lift due to
flaps is not separated herein from the Mt of the plain wing
as in reference 3 -which derives separate corrections for each
part of the lift. Instead, the total lift is considered and the
alteration of the span loading due to flaps is neglectecl. This
neglect introduces a slight error in the results but is believed
to be warranted by the resulting simp~cation. Several
other corrections are aLso neglected when the magnitude
of the corrections is -within the limits of accuracy of the
measurements.

The derivation of nearly all of the corrections begins with
the spanwise lift distribution of the wing. In order to
simplify the computations, the lift distribution for a lift
coefEcient of 1.0 is used. The lift distributions used herein
were determined by lifting-line theory. For straight tapered
wings, the tables of additional lift La in reference 4 are prob-
ably the most readily available source of information for the
present purpose.

The distribution of the jet-boundsxy-induced upwash angle
along the span must then be determined. This angle, in
radians, is the ratio of the induced vertical velocity to” the
stream velocity. For a particular type of tunnel, tables
may be defied that give t-heboundary-induced vertical veloc-
ity at any point in the tunnel due to a vorhx of unit circula-
tion placed at any point in the tunnel. The model generally
is located close to the horizontal center line of the tunneI;
cmsequently, the induced-vertical-veIocity distribution along
this center line only needs to be computed. The lift dis-
tribution is broken into several steps and each increment is
muhipliecl by the proper value of induced vertical velocity
per unit circulation to obtain an increment of induced
vertical velocity. The summation at each spamvise point
of these increments due to all the image vortices is the in-
duced vertical velocity at that point.

The induced upwash’angle per unit lift coefficient at each
point in a circular tunnel is expressed as

(1)

where wr/I’ is the induced vertical velocity per unit circula-
tion for a tunnel of unit radius.
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Angle of attaok.-The jet-bound~ correction to the
induced angle of attack is defined in reference 1 as

but the lift L of a partial-span model may be expressed as

After substitution and remmmgement, the induced angIe of
attack is, in radians,

Aaj= CL
s , T% i%d”

or, in degrees,

L!iaj=Li7.3(?Ls‘ w c$.d’
() v---GC ~

The correction for streamline curvature must be added
to the jet-boundary correction to the induced angle of
attack, The streamline-curvature correction, as used
herein, is applied entirely to the angIe of attack instead of
partly to the angle of attack and partly to the lift coefficient
as in reference 3. This procedure simplifies the computations
of the data, and any differences in the results obtained by
the two methods are well within the experimental accuracy.
The magnitude of the curvature is obtained from reference 6
in which derivations are made for a circular tunnel and for a
1.41:1 elliptical tunnel. The derivation for the circular
tunnel produces a nondimensional constant, proportional to
the curvature, which in terms of this report is

1 %& ~.—

~7;L d; “

A similar cunstant for the elliptical tunnel is derived on
the basis of the tunnel width but, when converted to the
basis of the tunnel height, becomes identical with that for
the circular tunneI. This fact indicatw that this constant
is a function of the tunnel height and ia relatively independ-
ent of the tunnel width. EHnwonly the width of a circuktr
tunnel is affected by the introduction of a reflection plane,
for the purpose of thie report it is assumed that the constant
derived in reference 6 applies whether or not the reflection
phme is used.

The curvature of the streamlines is practically constant
along the wing chord. The streamline-curvature correction
for the wing may be determined from the difference between
the induced upwash angle at the quarter-chord point where

the lifting line is assumed h ~o located and the induced
upwash angle at the three-quarter-chord poin~ where the
tangent to the streamline is the zero-lift line. This difTcrcnco
in the a—nglesis

d%. 0.76C–0:25C _
()

w
A ~L ,.,.

1
“%L ~ — 2r

~L d~ –

This angle must be added to the induced angle at the lifting
Iine so that the complete correction to thr tmglo of uttack
due to the jet boundary is

Aa*Aa8.c.=~7.3cL
1%( w’

1+1.05 & ~Lz y

or approximately

( )sA&j+ Aa,... =53cLcL 1+ 1.05 ; : &~L %7 dy’ (2)

This approximation and the assumptions made for LIWuso
of the constant of refercnce 6 are sufficiently accurate for
the present purpose, since the stroamh-curvature correc-
tion is only a small fraction of the complete correction to
the angle of attack.

Although the greatest accuracy would theoretically IMol.L-
tained if the lift distribution of the model in the tunnel
were used, the free-air lift distribution gives a rcxndtthat is
well within the accuracy of either c.xperiment or thu lifting-
line theory. If the tunnel lift distribution is desired, m
approximate result may be. obtained from the free-air dis-
tribution by the equation

where the primed values refer to the tunnel distribution and
the unprimed values refer to the fre~air distrihution. This
equation weights the induced upwash angle according to
the lift distribution and would be exact if tho qmmti~y

( )1+1.05; & were constant along the span. For tho

conditions usually encountered in a wind tunnel, a very close
approximation is obtained by using this equation, This
equation may be used for a pmtiaI-span model with or with-
out an end plate, for which cases other methods, such M tho
induence lines of reference 7 as used in reference 3, arc no~
applicable.

The plan-form correction to the angle of attack is tlw cm- -
rection to the slope of the lift curve ncceasmy bccausc of
dfierences in aspect ratio between tl.mmodel and the com-
plete wing; that is,

‘“P=(AY’ (4)
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“ where the model or wing Iift-curve slope is

and corresponding values of 1? and A

(5)

are used. This equa-
tion was d&elop~d for an elliptic wing in reference 8 bit is
used herein for other plan forms because it has been shorn
to give good results even for the model with no end plate.
For the model with an end plate, neither 13’nor A. is known
and the lift-curve slope is obtained by use of the IWng-line
theory, as is sho-wnlater.

The complete correction to the angle of attack is

Aa=Aaj+A~~... + Aap (6)

Drag coefEcient,-The jet-boundary correction to the drag
coefficient involves the same integral as that for the angle of
attack before the streamline-curvature correction is added;
that is,

(7)

The plan-form correction to the drag coefficient is that due
to the difference in the induced drag of the complete wing
and the model; i%may be espressed as

ACDD=CDtw—cDfM

For the reflection-plane condition

(8)

(9)

where u is obtained from reference 4. For the other end
conditions ~Dc~may be obtained from lifting-line theory.

The complete correction to the drag coefficient is

Ac~=ACDi+ACD, (10)

Pitching-moment coeficient.-The correction to thepitching-
moment coefficient is entirely due to pIan form since the
effects of streamline curvature may be neglected when the
wing alone (no tail) is invoIved. The plan-form correction
is a function of the sweep of the wing and would be zero for
zero sweep. The correction is the ratio of the difference
between the chordwise locations of the aerod~amic center
of the model and that of the complete wing to the chord
upon which the pitching-moment coefficient is based; that is,

AC.P= ‘a”c”x~xa”c”wc= (11)

Both X~.C.~and X=.C.T must be measured from the same

point and are considered positive in the direction of the air

stream. These distances may be obtained by the follo]~ing
equation9:

b
x=.e.= 2H3 tan A+ ~onstant

The value of the constant is the clistance between
reference point and the quarter-chord point of

(12)

(13)

a chosen
the root

chord. For a modeI and reflection plane, the value of H
may be obtained from reference 4. For the other end con-
ditions, the integration (equation (13)) must be performed
to obtain H.

Aileron distributions.-In order to determine the correc-
tions to be appIied to the rdhng-moment ancI yawing-
moment coefficients, two additional distributions are neces-
sal~: the lift distribution due to aileron deflection ucl the
induced-upwash-angle distribution due to this lift clistrilm-
tion. The aileron lift distribution for a complete wing may
be determined from Iifting-Iine theory or by use of the
imfluence Iinee of reference 7. This distribution must be
altered to account for the effects of the reflection plane or
other end condition. A reflection plane “reflects” the
distribution over the rnodeI sc that the model distribution
is the same as -would be obtained for a compIete wing with
both ailerons deflected in the same direction. The distri-
bution for a model viith a reflection plane therefore is ob-
tained by adding the increment due to t-he “image” wing
to the distribution of the “real” wing (reference 3). For a
wing with or without an end plate, such a reflection is not
present and the aileron lift distribution must be obtained
directIy from lifting-line theory: After the shape of the
aileron Iift distribution is detem”ned, for convenience the
ordinates are multiplied by a constant that makes the
moment of the area equal to 4 if the abscissas are in fractions
of the model span. This operation converts the ordinates to

c 1! and the rolling-moment coeficiegt
‘he 10ad Coacimt cc
to unity.

The induced-upwaeh-angIe distribution due to the aileron
lift distribution is obtained in the same manner as for the
wing. The aileron Iift distribution is broken into several
steps, each increment is multiplied by the value of induced
veIocity per unit increment, and the summation is made of
aIl the increments at each point; thus,

~=:~~A~z (14)

where wr/I’ is the induced vertical velocity per unit circula-
t.ion for a tunnel of unit radius.

Rolling-moment ooei31cient,-The je&boundary correction
to the rolling-moment coeilicient is the moment of the incre-
ment in the deron lift distribution due tQ the induced
velocity; that is,
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The increment in ailerou-lift distribution is simikw t~ the
increment in wing-lift distribution given as the last term in
equation (3). For this reason, equation (15) is approximate
in the same sense as equation (3). A more accurate method
of determining this correction to the rolling-moment coeffi-
cient could be used for the reflection-plane condition (see
reference 3) but such a method would not be readiIy appli-
cable for the end-plate and no-end-plate conditiom. In
reference 3 an aerodynamic-induction factor J is introduced
that is approximately equal to 2 for a semispan or partial-
span model, In equation (15) the three-dimensional ML

curve slope m is therefore approximately equal to ~ and.4+J

the wing load coefficient c 1! a~ proximately accounts for the

difference in the loadings of the actual wing and an elliptic
wing. AIthough these conditions would not exist for a
complete-span model, equation (15) may be used with sufli-
cient accuracy for a semispan or partial-span model. & in
the case of the wing, the tunnel distribution should theoreti-
cally be used to obtain this correction but, practically, the
free-air distribution may be used.

The plan-form correction to the rolling-moment coefficient
is, for convenience, divided into tw~.mmrts; the first part
coITects for the efft?ctof the end conchtlon on the rderon lift
distribution and the second corrects for the difference in
aspect ratio and taper ratio of the partial-span model and

Cltw
of the completa wing. The first part ~ is the ratio of

the rolling-moment coefficient per unit aileron deflection for
a fulI-span model of twice the model span to that for the
actual model. For the reflection-plane condition this correc-

2AC4 of
tion is equal to the reciprocal of the correction 1+—

C,c
reference 3. For the end-plate or no-end-plate condition,
this correction may be obtained from lifting-line theory.
The second part of the plan-form correction is required only
if the model is not a true semispanmodel and maybe obtained
from figure 16 of reference 7. For the particular aspect
ratio and taper ratio of either a wing of twice model span
or the complete wing, a value of C18/k is obtained by taking
the difference between the values of C,6/k for the outboard
and inboard ends of the aileron. The desired correction is
the ratio of the value of C16/k for the complete wing to that
for the wing of twice model span.

The completely corrected value of the rolling-moment
coefficient is

Yawing-moment coefEcient.-The je&boundary correc-
tions to the yawing-moment coefficient are derived as in
reference 3 and are due to the interaction of the wing and

aileron lift and induced-upwash-angle distributions. The
equations for the corrections are

c.c~ J w
(AC.,),=–~

J
, ~, ~:; p’ dy’ (17)

and

(ACn,)8=-~~~ 1~~ ~; Y’ dY’ (18)

The plan-form correction to the yawing-moment coefkicnt
is divided into two parts in the same manner as that for the
roiling-moment coefficient. ThQ first part, duo to tho cnd
conditio~; may bc axpressed as

(Ac%)l=c’m-%
— =–KzuCLC~M+KxCLCIM

(

C,a,,
= f2..cbM–KwEZG <

)
(19}

where

J(
K, M=: 01 &&TM

)
“j +%$ V’ dy’ (20}

S(
Cf

)
‘-+% $; v’ W (21)Ku=; ~1 ~~- CIM

and the distributions of the lift and induced angle (in radians)
per unit coe&cient are identified by (?Lfor the wing and Cl
for the aileron in the denominators. For the reflection-piano
condition, the correction (AC%) ~ is equal to the correction

(AC~,), -of reference 3. For the end-plate or no-cnd-p]ato
conditions, the integrations for KM and Kx~ must bc per-
formed, the value of Km being independent of tho cnd
condition.

For the second”part of the plan-form correction, duo to
differences in aspect ratio and taper ratio behvcdn iho com-
plete wing and a wing of twice model span, values of K may
be obtained from figure 13 of reference 5, Intwpolntion is
simplified by plotting K for the inboard end of tho ~iIeron
against l/A since such a plot is practically a straight line.
If the outboard end of the aileron is some distanco from the
wing tip, the value of 1? must be modified as indicated in
reference 5. The equation for this part of the correction is

(AC%), =c,..– C,,M

= –KWC=Cl+K~@.Cti

“’c[-xw+’’%l:l ’22)

I?hevalue of K,M from equation (20) may differ sliglltly from
that obtained from reference 5 because of slight diflcrcnccs
in the methods of. computation. If this value does diflcr,
tie vahe from equation (20) should be used in equation (19)
md the value from reference 5 in equation (22),
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The complete correction to the yawing-moment co~cient
is

A(?== (Ad%) ~+ (Ad%) ~+ (AC,*)~+ (AC~i)g (23)

CORRECTIONS FOR A1ODELWITH REFLECTIONPLANE
lIETER3iINAmON OF rNDuczD UPWA9H ANGLE

A reflection plane used with a partial-span modeI in a
circular wind tumel reflects both the model and the tunnel;
therefore the effect is that of a wing of twice the model
span in a bipolar tunnel (fig. 1). This reflection satisfies the

FIGUE2 l.–Dfegmm of tbe blpolm ttumelfncludlngthe retleefedhalfof thekt md the
comphwetmnsformedjet.

condition that the stieam function must be constant over
that part of the boundary of a closed tunnel formed by the
reflection plane. In order to satisfy this condition over the
circular-arc part of the bipolar tunnel, vortices that are
images of the vortices tilde the tmmel must be introduced
outside the tunnel. The locations of these image vortices
and their effects within the tunnel are well known for a
circular tunnel. This knowledge may be used to determine
their effects within a bipolar tunnel by transforming the
interior of the bipolar tunnel into the interior of a circular
tunnel hy means of the conformal transformation of refer-
ence 1.

The transformation may be espreased as

tad ,+n tan-l *

where, in the yz-plane (bipolar tunnel),

X=y+iz

in the ~~-plane (circular tunnel),

~=q+i~

and

Also,
h=rsin~

d=r COST

It should be noted that the axes of reference 1 have been
retied to agree with the standard wind axes used in
figure 1. A point q on the q-atis that corrwponds to a point y
on the y-axis may be obtained by the relation

tan-l~=n ta.n-~-?-Tslny

Furthermore, if there are vortices of strength *r at the
points y= +s on the y-axis, there are vortices of equal
strength at the points q=+ u on the q-axis where

tan-lo-=’ntaLrI*

The compla potential due to the vorticas + r at ~=+ u is

.
–~ log ~a#I+Wl= .2r

The complex potentiaI due to the image
~~-planeis

~ t–;
A+ i42=%~ log —

t+;

vortices in the

The condition that # is constant at the boundary of the jet
can be easily seen since 1~[= 1 at the boundary and +1+12
becomes equal to zero. The complex potential due to the
original vortices in the yz-plane at y=* isis —.

The complex potential due to the jet boundary is the differ-
ence between that in the ~~-plane and that in the yz-plane;
that is,

@+i#=41+42–&+~(#l+ t2–#8)

The induced vertical velocity at the y-FLtisdue to the jet
boundary is one-half that due to vortic= extending to
inihity in both directions: that is,

1 d$
‘u)=----2 dy
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The induced velocity due

I d#l.—— —
‘1— 2 dy
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to *1 is

where

By collecting terms,

The induced velocity due to *Sis, similarly,

and the induced velocity due. to -#s is

ld(–lh_.
%–––z-

,.

8

‘-$(3%Y“ ““”“’““
The net induced velocity is

W=wl+wa+m

It may be noticed that the value of w according to the final
equations for w and w becomes indeterminate of the form
w— cw at the point y=s or ~=u. This is the only point
at which singularitiesoccur inside the tunnel. At this point,
however, w may be determined in the following manner:
Before the tams are combined,

[(
rl 1 d~ 1 1

wl+wa=~
)(

——— .—— ——
q—a v+u dy Y–8 ~+8 )1

On.Iy the second tam of this equation is indeterminate and
may be vzritten as

and evaluated at the limit by taliing the soconcl derivative
of both the numerator and the denominator; that is,

,2S=2Z::;T: -

At the point v=8, theldore,

no sin ~—~ )

- Wwrl 1 ‘“ “--

The induced velocity may be expresacd as

‘F
‘==

where

F=.f (Y,g, q, CT)

It is convenient to use the nondimensional form

wr F—=—
r 2T

which, for a tunnel of unit radius, is the induced velocity
per unit-circulation. Values of wr/I’ me given in table 1 and
are plotted in figure 2 for a refiection:plnne Iom tion of

$=0.73026. Table 11 and figure 3 present vtiluea for n

reflection-plane location of $=0.49781. Theso values of d/r

correspond to 83.25 inches and 56.75 inches, respectively, in
a tund 19 feet in diameter.

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE

An example of the procedure involved in bhedetermination
of the.corrections is worked out herein for a reflection-plane
location of 83.25 inch- from the center line of tho Langley
19-foot pressure tunnel (fig, 4) and for the model shown in
figure 5.

Angle of attack.—The wing lift distribution is shown in
figure~6 for both free-air and tunnel conditions. TILC
boundary-induced upwash angle shown in figure 7, from
equation (l), is

+&; z y A ~z

The jet-boundary correction to the angle of attack, from
equation (2), is

‘aj+Aa*o=573c’(1+ ’05~)I&%’y’
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clmkwlw Tortexat wuforMdMrmcea~Kromtke reflectionplane. ;= O.7WX

The integral
J

~1~~L &z dy’ (equation (2)) is the area under

the curve obtained by multiplying the values of figure 6 by
those of figure 7 and, in this case, htis a numerical value of
0.01542. Therefore,

Aaj+Aa,.C. =57.3CL (1.153) (0.01542)

=1.019CL

The uncorrected lift-curve slope obtained experimentally is

%=0.1041

This slope is corrected for the jet-boundary effects by the
relation

1 1 ACYj+Aa,.e.——_ .
agM au c.

so that . —.

1 1
aX–~=l.O1g

and
a2~=0.0941

Fmurm &-Bomde,ry-fndmxd velodtyrdongthe horfmnfaloenterllnedujto a rmit eoonter-

clcckwise vortex at various dfstancesf from the redectfon plane. yo..wsl.

This slope is used to obtain the two-dimensional slope by
substitution in equation (5) as

0.0941=
1.:39

~

1+
57”31.039
rx 10.84

from w-hioh
%=0.1162

This two-dimensional slope is used in the same formula
to determine the slope for the oomplete wing of aspect ratio
11.09, which is

aw=0.0945
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FIGL_EE0.-Com~ri6on of the fre.dr and tnrmel spsnwk M df.stribntiom Rejl,@ion.
piane condition.

FIGURZi.-spsnwiw dkiribut!on of tbe boundmy-inducednpwashsngle. ReSeeticm-Pime

The pkm-form

condition.

correction is then obtained from equation
(4) as

‘“.=(++)”

( 1 I.—. —
0.0945 0.0941)

c.

=–0.038(7=

The complete correction for the angle of
equation (6), is

Aa=Aa,+Aa,.C. +AaP.

=(1.019 –0.038)CL

=0.981C=

attack, from

which is added to the geometric angle of attack of the
model in the tunnel.

Drag coei30ient,-The jet-boundary correction to the drag
coefficient, from equation (7), is

The

The

. AODJ=CJ sH&w
=0.01542C#

plan-form correction, from equation (9),is

(
Acnp= &w–

)~L CL2

(

1 1

)
CL’

= uX11.09X0.974—rX I0.84X0.976

= —0.00062CJ

complete correction to drag coefficient, obtained from—
equation (1O), is

ACD=AeD,+ AC=P

=(0.01542 –O.00062)GL’

=0.0148C~2

which is added to the uncorrected drag coefficient.
Pitching-moment coefEoient..-The value of H taken from

reference 4 is 0.202 for both the moclel and the comdete
wing. The location of the aerodynamic center,
tion (12), is

=.c.=2H~ tan A+~onstantx

The reference point is taken as the 0.25 chord

from e’qua-

of the root
chord of the complete wing so that for the model

x=.&~=(2X0.202X15X0.21552)+0.186

=1.491 feet

and for the complete wing

x..c.E=2X0.202X 15.862X0.21552

= 1.380 feet

The correction to the pitching-moment coefficient is obtained
from equation (11) as

‘c%=za.’.~~za.c’w C= ,

=1.491–1.380
3.226 c.

‘0.0344cL

which is added to the uncorrected p~khing-moment
coefficient.
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Rolling-moment coei3icient.-The aileron lift distribution
is shown in &ure 8 for both free-air and tunnel conditions.
The boundary-induced upwash angle shown in figure 9 is
obtained from equation (14):

.

The jet-boundary correction to the rolling-moment coeffic-
ient, from equation (15), is .

1 5.392)(C,a)(0.0605)=–Z(

=–0.0816Ck

The plan-form correction due h the effect of. the reflection
plane on the aileron lift distribution is obtained from figure
10, which was taken from reference 3, as

1
‘m4

=0.949

From figure 16 of reference 7, values of CIJk were found to be

c,,()T. =0,395

and

()?,.=0.423
The corrected value of the rolling-moment coefficient from
equation (16) is

= CL(l–0.0816)0.949 $&.

=0,814C?k

Yawing-moment coefficient.—The two parts of the yawing-
moment-coefficient correction due to the jet boundary are,
from equation (17),

= — 0.0135CI.CIU

and, from equation (18),

=–o.0194cLc~

The phm-form correction due to the reflection plane is
obtained from figure 11, which was also taken from refer-
ence 3

(%)1 (A%)l
c.c~~ ‘~

= –0.0070

Inorder to determine the plan-form correction duo to aspect.
ratio and taper ratio, values of K were found from figur~
of reference 5 to be

KW=0.075
and

Kw=o.077

3

.%onwise s7’otim y’

FtGUBE8.:60mp6rIson of the fme+dr sad tunnel span&e load dtstrfbutlon dua to the
atlerondeflection. Reelection-planeamdftton.

.s .4(7
~

~.32

;
@.E’4

$

&6

:
9.08
~

$0
2 ‘ 2 3 &Ls:5da,k& / 8 “g ~“

FUXIRE9.-Spanwlse dfatribwtionti the boondary-lnducd upwashtmelodue to the fdlcmn
deflection. Reflection-pianomndltlon.
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.

so that this plan-form correction (equation (22)) is ] The complete correction to yawing-moment coefiicicmt,from

“C5)2=CLC[-KW+K’
equation (23), is

AC.~”(A(7*P)l+ (AC.,),+ (ACn~9+ (ACn~~

= –0.0070C.Cti+0.007 QLCl-0.0~35CLCL -

(

~.4Q3

)

–o.0194cLc~
=(?.(?,–0.075+0.0770.395

It is usually most convenient to express the correction .to
‘0.00?CLCZ [ the yawing--moment coefficient in ter&.sof the final colToct.ed

‘iLerm‘Pen ‘atio’&
o .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0

----- /.00
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due of the rolling-moment coefficient.; therefore,

AC.=

[

–0.0070

c,,()T =+0 007 00135

~ “ ‘“
()T-T

= (–o.oo70~.007–0.0135 & 0.0194&4) CL~i

‘–().odloc.c~

which isadded to the uncorrected yawing-moment coefficient.

CORRECTIONS FOR MODEL WITH END PLATE

DETERMINATION OF LWT DISTRIBUTION

The lift distributions are considerably more diflicult to
obtain for a model with an end plate than for a model with
8 reflection plane. The method used herein is described in
reference 9. In this method, the wing is represented by a
lifting line that is perpendicular to another lifting line rep-
resenting the end plate. In addition to the -rort.icestrading
from these lifting lines, image vortices outside the tunnel
are introduced to satisfy the condition of constant stream
function at the jet bounclary. The complete traiIing-vortex
system is shown in @e 12. According to the Biot-Savti.rt

law, the induced velocities are related to the strength of the
vortices by the following equations, which are given in the
symbols of this report as

(%=ix’w+
z

J
()

,d% ~
— dy (due to wing images)‘~ -d + T2
——4,

Y w

()clc
bd?

yl+d+&J4 d;z(~ dz (due to end plate)

(due to end-plate images)
and

t%

(9.=%’[”+(?)”J (25)

\
\

‘\ “
&

I /

I
FmnBElz.-Dlegrun c1 the model snd end-plste trsMng-vwtex system snd the correspondingreflected fmegw.
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Also

(due to end-plate images)

o,dcf,
+&J_d-~ W%mdy (due to wing)

s
Ze d (~),

‘~ -d dy ,,,+ ~+d s ‘y
()

(26)

?/
(due to wing images)

and

(27)

In tho last equation, 2r is used as the lift-curvo slop{? of
the end plate for want of a more exact value.

If the free-air lift distribution is desired, the terms due to
the image vortices are omitted. The only practicl~l)lc
method of solution of these equations is graphical by
means. of succese.ivc approximations. The evaluation of
the integral over the region near y=yl maybe approximated
by means of the expression

d ()clc

J

UI+AV
‘(’9,,+., ‘%),l-AU

fi-Av d; ‘&dy= dg - dy

where Ay is a small spanwise increment. After tho lift
distribution is obtained for some value of the angle of attack,
the distibut.icm may easily be converted for a lift coef-
ficient of unity.

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE

An exa”mpIe of the method used in determining the
corrections is given herein for the model shown in figure 5
to which an end plate is attacked (fig. 13). Thti lift distri-
bution for this model arrangement for both tunnel and frcc-
air conditions is shown in figure 14.

t
. —.—- —. —.

226

l-”’”+
fo.444 <

—-

?6

I I

1.

v

PIGUEE13.–Generslarrangementof tapsred-wfnsmodelend the endPla@ Lnthe La@ey 19-fcd messumtnnneL (All dhncnslom~ lncJ@
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Angle of attack,-It should be theoretically possible to
obtain the correction to the a@e of athick by taking the
clfierence between the angles of attack at unit lift coefficient
for the tunnel and free-air conditions. The accuracy
involved, however, in obtaining the lift distributions for this
end condition generally is insufficient for the purpose of this
report and, iu addition, such a correction would not include
the streamline-curvature correction. The jet-boundary
correction to the angle of attack from equation (2)

( )S
Acrj+Aa,.C.= 57.3CL 1+ 1.05 ; & $~ dy’

is used; in this case, w/VCA is the upwash angle along the
model span due to the images of the wing and the end plate.

111111 1111 111 Ill II

o .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 [0
.5@mwise Stot;m, y’

FIOrRE 14.-Compmtson of thefree-nlrandtrendmnwisehadd!drlbution.End-PMs
condItIon.

.

i .008

$.m

O ./ .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 kO1
.%afn+ise station, y’

FIGmx 15.-Spe.nwlse distribution c4the Inmdery-induced UPWR611angle. End-plme
ccmdltion,

s42!}51-50-12

This up-wash-angle dist.ribut.ionis shown in figure 15. For
the end-plate condition,

Aa,+Aa,.c.=57.3cL (1.153) (0.01845]

=1.219CL

Applying this correction to the experimental value of lift-
curve slope of 0.0935 rcsuhs in a lift-curve slope of 0.0839 per
degree or 4.809 per radian.

The plan-form correction is obtained from equation (4)

‘“,=(+7+)’.
although in this case a ~ and aM are obtained in a different
manner from that for the reflection-plane condition. The
edge-velocity correction factor E cannot be determined for
the model with an end plate; therefore, lifting-line theory
without the aid of this factor is employed to obtain aw and
a~. The section-lift-curve slope of 0.122, obtained from
tests in twodimenaional flow, is used. In the solution of
equations (24) to (27) an angle of attack of 0.2 radian
gave a lift coefficient of 1.042 for the model in free air;
therefore,

1.042
ax=0.2X57.3

=0.0909

The correction factor E is not employed in the results of
reference 4; these results can therefore be used to determine
aw for the complete wing. The equation

accordingly is used for the complete wing,
factor obtained from reference 4. Then,

0.997X0.122
aw= ~+57.3X0.122

TX1l.09

wherefisthe

=0.1013

Therefore,

( 1 1
)

AaP= —–—
0.1013 0.0909c.

=—1.127cL

The complete correction to the angle of attack is ._._

Aa=(l.219–l.127)C’
.-

=0.0920~

Drag coef3cient,-The jet-boundary correction to the drag
coefficient, obtained as for the reflection-plane condition
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from equation (7), is

=0.0185CL2

For the plan-form correction, the induced drag of the model
is obtained by the relation

where a{/CL is the sc~-induced angle_of the model and the
end plate in free air. Then

CD,~=O.0466C#

The plan-form correction to the drag coefficient is obtained
from equation (8) as

ACDP= CDfw— CDiM

=(0.0295–0.0466)(?.’

=-O.0171CJ

Wherethe du6 cKriw=0.0295 is the same as previously

used in the case of the reflection plane.. In addition to these
corrections, there is in this case the induced dr~~ due to
both the jekboundmy-induced ang~e ancl the self-induced
angle over the span of the ewd plate. This correction is a
combination jet-boundary and plan-form correction and
may be determined as a single value by use of

““,=c’i:b%(ad’

where v/VC~ is the total induced angle over the span of the
end plate due to the model, the end plate itself, and all

()
c/c

images; z- , is the tunnel lift distribution over the end

plate; and all values are based upon the model dimensions
so that ACD,is based upon the model area. For the example.,

ACD8=0.0030CLZ

The complete correction ta the drag coefficient is

ACD=(0.0185—.0.0171 +0.0030) CLZ

=o.oo44c&2

Pitching-moment ooeflicient,-The location of the aero-
dynamic center is obtained from equation (13)

b

J
1C2C,
—- y dy’ + Constantxa,,.~=~ tan A ~ CLC

which gives xa.;.~=1.569 feet from the quarter-chord point
of the
feet is

comp]ete-wing root chord. The value Z..C.,7=1.380
the same ~ previously used in the determination of

the correction for the reflection-plane condition. From
equation (11), “

AC%=x=”’-~~z’”’”W i?L

=1.569–1.380
3.226

c.

=0.0586CL

Rolling-moment coef3cient,-The aileron lift distribution
is obtained by the same general formulas as the wing lift
distribution for the model with the end plate d is shown
in figure 16. The upwash angle due to the jet boundary is
shown in figure 17. The jet-boundary correction, from
equation (15), is

=–~ (4.809)( C%)(0.06S1)

=–0.0819Ck

The plan-form correction due to the
on the aileron lift distribution was
(24) to (27) for the model and from conventional lifting-line

effect of the end plate
found from equations

S@7nwise sfoi%on, y’

FiO’EFiE18.–Comparfeon of the free-ah awdtunnelqxmwlx lood dtwllmtlon due W the
afkrondeflection. End-plateomdftlon.

FIGURE17.-Spandse distribution of the bmrndrm’-lnducedupwnshansle due to tho rdlemn
deffectkr. End-plain eondftlon.
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theory for the -ring of twice model span.
ratio is

The resulting

%,x
—=0.956
clay

The phm-form corrections due to aspect ratio and taper
ratio are independent of the end condition so that the
corrected value of rohg-moment coefficient from
ecnmtion (16) is

=Ck(l–0.0819)0.956~.

=0.820ck

Yawing-moment coef3cient.-The corrections ta the
yawing-moment coefficient due to the jet boundary are,
from equation (17),

=–0.0152CLCk

and, from equation (18),

=—0.0180CL”Ci=

The plan-form correction due to the end plate is found from
equation (19) to (21). From equation (20)

K&f=o.0741

and horn equation (21)

Kx=O.0650

The plan-form correction from equation (19) is

=C.c 4 –0.0741+0.0650&. )

=–0.0061CLC&

The plan-form correction due to aspect ratio ancl taper
ratio is the same as for the model and reflection plane.

The complete correction to the yawing-moment coefficient,
from equation (23), is

[

cl,() c,
–0.0061~ +0.007–0.0152~ 1.CL~.c,. () –0.0180

n
Tlv

.
( .)

0~3+o.007–o.0152&– O.0180& CLCI
–0”0061 0.395

= — o.0400cLcl

CORRECTIONS FOR MODEL WITH NO END PLATE and the induced vertical velocity is

DETER}~ATION OF INDUCED UPWASH ANGLE rl

For a model with no end plate, the determination of the
———

‘– 47p

jet-boundary-induced velocity is easier than for the other 8

end conditions. In a closed circular tumnel, if there is a
trailing vortex of strength r at a distance y=s, there is an

Values of the boundary-induced vertical
circulation for a tunnel of unit radius~2

image vortex of strength —r at a distance Y=F. The
wr 1

stream function due to the image vortex is
—=—
r

()
4= Y–L

r sjr

$=; log (y–;) are .ziven in table III and dotted in fkure

velocity per unit

—

18. These values- .. \ -,
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are for a counterclockwise vortex in the right-ham-l side of
the tunnel and may be used for a clockwise vortex in the
left-hand side of the tunnel by changing the signs of y and g.
For vortices of signs opposite to these, the sign of the in-
duced velocity must be changed; that is, the induced velocity
is negative. These values may be used for any wing in a
closed circular wmd tunnel. For a loading symmetrical
about the vertical center line of the tunnel, a further simpli-
fication may be made by adding the induced velocities for
negative values of y to the induced velocities for positive
values of y and by using only the semispan loading.

Disi%nce frcm center of cfhkt- jef, ~- -

~cWEE lK—Bomrdary-induced~elocl@ along tb horizontalcentsr llne due to a un!t

emmterclockwisevortex at wu’lousdiet- ~ from the ater of a -r ~t.

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE

An example of the procedure involved in the determina-
tion of the corrections is worked out for the model shown in
figure 5 with no end plate. The lift distribution, obtained
from lifting-line theory for this model configuration, is shown
in figure 19 for both free-air and tunneI conditions. The
spanwise distribution of the boundary-induced upwaah
angle, which is obtained for this model arrangement from
equation (1)

is shown in figure 20.

Fmwrm 19.-Compartsorrof the rlee-drand tunnelepanwlaeload dbtrfb+rtions. Nocnd IMc.

Fmurm 2rl.-SpanwIm dietributlon of the Imundarylndueed upwa.?hangle. No end plstc.

Angle of attack,—The jet-boundary correction, from
equation (2), is

‘a’+Aa*c=573c’(’+ 105$)J’r5i&dy’
=57.3CJI.153)(0.01979)

= 1.305CL

The uncorrected lif&curve slope obtained experimentally is

(q=O.0800

This slope is corrected for the jot-boundary effects by W
relation

1 1 Aaj+Aa,.C.———
a~ a.U CL

so that
11

G—m=l.305
and

a~=O.724
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This value of a is used to obtain the two-dimensional slope
from equation (5), as

2
a.w=

57.3 -&

1+ TAM

&

0.0724=
1.186

1+
57”31.?86
TX5.423

from which
G= O.1136

This value of G agrees fairly well with the value of 0.1162
obtained for the reflect,ion-plane condition. It should be
noted that the aspect ratio of the model with no end plate
is one-half that of the model with the reflection pIane, and
the edge-veIocity emrect.ion factor is increased since the root
chord of the model is part of the perimeter-when no end plate
is used. The twodimensiomd slope is used to deteimine the
slope for the complete wing of aspect ratio equal to 11.09 as

0.1136
1.039

aw=
0.1136

1+
57.31.039
lTxll.09–

=0.0927

The plan-form correction is then obtained from equation (4)
as

‘“,=(++)C’
/1 )‘[m–0.:724 “

=–3.014CL

The complete correction for the angle of att ack, from equation

(6),is

Aa=Aaj+Aa ....+ AaP

=(1.305–3.014)0.

= – 1.709CL

Drag coefficient,—The jet-boundary correction
coefficient is obtained from equation (7) as

ACD,=CLSsb% i%%’
=o.o1979cL~

to the drag

The induced-drag coefficient of the model, obtained from the
coeffi~ients of the Fourier series determined in the solution
of the lift distribution (reference 4), is

=0.0643CLZ

where Al is the fist coefficient and Ax the nth coefficient of
the I?ourier series. The induced-drag coefficient of the
complete wing has been previously determined herein to be

CD*W=0.0295CLf

The plan-form correction, obtained from equation (8), is

ACDP=CDiw—CDiX

=(0.0295–O.0643)CJ

=—O.0348CJ

The complete correction to the drag coefficient, from equa-
tion (10),is

AC== AC~,+ACDp

=(0.0198 –0.0348)CL’

‘—0.0150CL2

Pitohing-moment coei3icient.-The location
dynamic center is obtained from equation (13)

of the aero-

1Clc ,
G.C.M =: tan As~~zYdy’+Comtant

which gives z=~.~=1.682 feet from the quarter-chord point
of the complete-wing root chord. The value Za...w= 1.380
feet was previously used in the determination ‘of the correc-
tion for the reflection-plane condition. The plan-form cor-
rection to the pitehing-moment coefficient is obtained from
equation (11) as

AC%=
xa...~~w . ...w CL

= 1.682– 1.380
3.226 c.

=0.0936CL

Rolling-moment coeflioient.-The aileron lift distribution
for the model -withno end plate is shown in @ure 21 for both
free-air and tunnel conditions. The boundary-induced
upvrashangleshown in figure 22 is obtained from equation (14)
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The jet-boundary correction, from equa.tiort(15), is

AC1, fw(’+1059&d”=—:?nce#~~,

= –; (4.149)(CQ(0.0794)

= – 0.0824CL

The plan-form correction due to the effect of no end plate on
the ailercmlift distribution was found from lifting-line theory
to be

%,w
-=o.974-
cl*w

The
ratio

plan-form correction due to aspect ratio and taper
is the same as for the other end conditions; hence, the

rolling-m~rnen t coefficient for the complete wing, from equa-
tion (16), E

=c%(l–0,0824)0,974~

=0.835Cb —

Yawing-moment coefEcient,-The jet-boundary correc-
tions to_the yawing-moment coefficient arc obtuincd from
equatiom (17) as—

=–o.0166cLciu

.-

..

and, from equation (18),

=–0.0226CLCk

The plan-form correction clue to no end plate is found from
equations (19) to (21). From equation (2o)

K,H=o.0741

From ~uation (21)

From equation (19)

( claM

(AC%),= CLCti
)

–Kw+K.M ~

= c#~2M(–0.0741+0.0711~;~.)
=-0.0011CLC,2W

The plan-form correction due to aspect ratio and taper
ratio is the same as for the other end conditions so that tho .
complete correction to the yawing-moment coefflcientj from
equation (23), is

[d (Cl*
-T ~~AC.= (AC%),+ (AC%)2-I-(AQmJ2+(~cw)8= —0.0011 ~,

()

=
(

-0.0011 ~;O.007-O.0166 &- 0.0226 0.;35 )
— cLct=–o.041 lcLcl

c, 1u–0.0226$- CLC,
‘0”007--0.0166c, 1

. . .
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APPLICATION TO TEST DATA

MODZL AND TESTS

The tests were conducted in the Langley 19-foot pressure
tunnel for the partial-span tapered wing model shown in
figure 5. The model represented 94.6 percent of the true
semispan. The aspect ratios of the wing of twice model
span ancl the complete wing -were 10.84 and 11.09, respec-
tively. The taper ratios of the model and complete wing
were 0.26 and 0.25, respectively. The mod~ was equipped
with a full-span duplex-flap anangement. The inboard
slotted flap, the. outboard bahinced split flap, and the
aileron were of constant chord and approximately 24, 20,
and 15 percent, respectively, of the average. vring chord
over tieir portions of the wing span. The aileron was
provided with a completely sealed internal aerodynamic
balance.

The reflection-plane arrangement is shown in figures 4
and 23. The reflection plane was fastened to the tunnel at
its top and bottom and extended beyond and behind the
model as shown. The grip between the model and the
reflection plane was automatically maintained at 0.09,
+0.03 inch, by a telescoping section in the end of the model.
The end-plate arrangement is shown in figures 13 and 24.
The end plate vras elliptical in plan form and was rigidly
fixed to the model. For the wing with no end plate, the
model was tested as shown in figure 25.

The tests were conducted at a Reynolds number of
approximately 8.9X106 and at a Mach number of 0.17.
The angle-of-attack range was from —4° through maximum
lift and the aileron deflection range was +20°.

The tests were made for three flap arrangements: flaps
neutral and partial-span and full-span flaps deflected.
The aileron tests were made at two angles of attack for each
flap arrangement and end condition.

UNCORRECTED CHARACTERISTICS

The uncorrected aerod~amic characteristics of the
tapered-wing model for the three flap arrangements and the
three end conditions are presented in figure 26 in terms of
the uncorrected nondimensional coefficients.

Drag,—The urmorrecteddrag characteristics are presented
in figure 26 (a). The drag coefficient at zero lift coefficient
is increased slightly for the rnodeI with no end plate and to
a greater extent for the model with the end plate. These
increases in drag coefficient are due to the abrupt tip form
of the model with no end plate and to the drag of the end
plate. The ditTerences between the dmg coefficients in-
crease with lift coefficient because of the differences in the
seWnduced ancl the jet-boundary-induced drag for the
three end conditions.

Lift,-The uncorrected lift characteristics are presented
in figure 26 (b). The slope of the lift curve is decreased for
the model with the end plate and with no end plate because
of changes in the effective aspect ratio. The ma.sirnum-
lift-coefficient -dues for the three end conditions are reduced
similarly because of the changes in the st,alhg character-
istics. The angle of zero lift is slightly tiected with the
flaps neutral.

FI13mm!23-Purti8kpan tapered wing model With mfk&OI Pkme mounted h L811gIey
KMmt pressuretunneI.

FICfFEE24.-PortfaI-span tapmd wtng model with end plate moonted In Langley I%foot
pmswre turmeL

FIoun !25.-PeSfnl~pan tapered wfng model wfth no end plnte mounted fn LangIey 19-iWot
pressuretunneL

Pitching moment,—The uncorrected pitching-moment
characteristics are presented in figure 26 (c). The slope of
the pitching-moment curve becomw more negative for the
model with the end plate and still more negative for the
model with no end plate. There is no change in the pitching-
moment codlicient at zero lift with the flaps neutral.

Aileron,-The uncorrected rolhng-moment and yawing-
moment characteristics are presented in figures 27 to 29,
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Aileron deflect~ 6., deq

(a) a-A6”.(3)a-13.1”,
FmuBE 27.-The om!orrectedaileron chameterfstksof the tamred-wfng model for three end

aondftfom. FlaLMnentra~ R$=s&9XlC#;MssO.17.

(a) a=hP.

(b) a=ll.p.
Fmwrm 2%.-TIM.unmrmctad ak’on charaeterfetfeaof the te+med-wfng modelfor threeend

amdkfons. Partle.l+pannaps+R=3.9xN31; .Msso.17.
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t 1#1 I I
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Aileron cieflectim 6., deg

(a) a-6.4”.

b) a-11.9°.
171Qc’aE?.9.-The uncorrectedafleron cherocterfst!osof the tapered-wing model for threeend

mndftlous.FuIIw lla~ R=s&BXl~ 24=0.17.

The change in the rolling-homent and yawing-moment
characteristics for the three end conditions is smrdl. There
is no consistent relatio~ship between the clmracteridics for
the various angles of attack and flap arrangements.

CORRECTED CHARACTERISTICS

The corrected aerodynamic characteristics are presented
in figure 30. The values of the corrections applied to tie
uncorrected coefficients are given in table 117. The abso-
lute values of the data for partial-span models have certain
limitations which are inherent in the testt conditions and
procedure. The determination of the effects of the tare
and interference of the model support system was impractical
for the model described herein. The gap between the model
and the reflection plane was kept to a practical minimum
but may have introduced some slight errors in the data
which could not be determined. For the end-plate and
no-end-plate conditions the staIling characteristics were .
affected in a manner unsusceptible of correction.

Drag,—Application of the drag-coefficient corrections
brings the charactaistics (fig. 30 (a)) into good agreement,
with the flaps neutmd. The main difference remaining is due
to the drag of the end plate and to the tip drag for the model
with no end plate. With partial-span and fall-span flaps
deflected, the agreement is not so good as with flaps neutral,
although the corrected characteristics are in much better
agreement than the uncorrected ones. The remaining dis-
crepancies for thwe flap arrangements are due ta differences
in protie drag and induced drag not included in the correc-
tions. The plan-form correction to the dmg cueficient is
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lowest for the reflection-plane condition and it is therefore
believed that this condition is the most representative of the
complete wing. This fact is a point in favor of the use of a
reflection plane rather than the other end conditions.

Lift.-The corrected lift characteristics are presented in
figure 30 (b). With the flaps neutral, the agreement of the
characteristics for the three end conditions is very good below
maximum lift. Contributing to the good agreement may
have been the fact that no extremely low aspect ratio was
involved even for the model with no end plate. The slight
change in the ang~eof zero lift displaces the curves for the
model with the end plate and with no end plate. The differ-
ences at and near ma..imum lift are due to alterations of the
lift distribution for which corrections cmnot be applied.
With the partial-span and full-span flaps, the agreement of
the characteristics for the three end conditions is not so good
because of the change in the effectiveness of the inboard flap.
The effectiveness of the outboard flap is approximately the
same for aIl three end conditions. The greater maximum
lift coefficient obtained with the reflection plane is mother
point in favor of the use of the reflection plane since the load
distribution is most nearly that of a complete wing.

Pitching moment.—The corrected pitching-moment char-
acteristics (@. 30 (c)) indicate only fair agreement for the
three end conditions. The relative order of the curves for
the three end conditions is reversed by the corrections. This
reversal may be due to the effect of the sweepback on the
lift distribution, which was not taken into account in the-
colTect!ions. In any case, the differences between the char-
acteristics are attributed to inaccuracies in the determina-
tion of the lift distributiona and, since the lift distribution
is least altered by the reflection plane, it is believed that the
pitching-moment characteristics for the reflection-plane con-
dition are the most nearly accurate.

Aileron,-The corrected rolling-moment and yawing-
moment characteristics are prmented in figures 31 to 33.
The generrd relationship between the characteristics for the
three end conditions is unchanged. The inconaktent rela-
tionship between the uncorrected characteristics for the three
end conditions precludes any consistent relationship of the
corrected characteristics. At the low angles of attack and
with the flaps neutral, the characteristics for the three end
conditions agree very well whereas, at the other angks of
attack and with the flaps deflected, the characteristics agree
slightly better in some cases and worse in other cases than
the corresponding uncorrected characteristics.

The difference and inconsistent relationship between the
characteristics are due in part to experimental inaccuracy
and to the pronounced vibration of the model with the end
plate and with no end plate.

COMPARISON OF AILERON ZFFECTIVENZSS FOE PARTIAL AND
COMPLETESPAN MODELS

The comparison of the rolling-moment characteristics de-
termined for the partial-pan model with a reflection plane
and for a complet~pan model is presented in figures 34 and
35. With the flaps neutral (fig. 34), the general agreement of

w I I I
w I I I I I t I I I I 1.—.

45” -~ ‘
i

-/6-/2-8-4048 ~21620--- .—
Ailerm c@I%cfh, ~.. de9

(8) a==4.&.
(b) a- 13.1°.

FrGUEE3L-The mrrected allemn cbBreeter19tIcaof the tepered-wti mOdClfor three end
omdftfom. Fkkpenent* R S3.9XIW M~O.17.

-.

Aif~ deflection 6., deg

(a) Q-6%.
(b) a-11.r.

FIOCBX3Z—The mmeted afkeron cbruecterletfceofthe tapered-wing model for threeend
conditions. Partial-epenflnm R=3.9XIO$;M=O.17.
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Ai/erm de flect!m, 6., deg

(a) a-5,4”.

(b) a-11.9°.
FIGURE33.—The correoted rdleronCharacteristkaof the tapered-wIu model for thres end

conditions. Full-spen flaps;R=8.9X1W M= 0.17.

the aileron effectiveness is good, except at the high angles of
attack at which some differences exist. With the full-span
flaps deflected (hg. 35), the agreement is good at the low
angles of attack and rat.hcrpoor at the high angle of attack.
The loss in eflectivenees at the high angle of attack for the
complete-span model is due to a change in the flow over the
aileron as evidenced by a complete change in the staIIing
chara@stics of the complete-span model. The change in
the stalling characteristics is due in part to the decreased
Reynolds number and to some difference in the models.

CONCLUDINGREMARKS

A method is presented for determining the jet-boundary
and plan-form corrections to be applied to test data for a
ptirtia]-span model with a reflection plane, an end plate,
or no end pIate in a closed circular wind tunnel. These
corrections have been applied to the measured values of
lift; drag, pitching-moment, rolling-moment, and yawing-
mornent coefficients obtained from tests in tho Langley
19-foot pressure turmel of a partial-span model with each
of the three end conditions.

With the exception of the corrections to the rolling-
moment coefficient, the jet-boundary corrections were
somewhat smaller for the reflection-plane condition than
for either of the other end conditions because the induced
upwash angle was smaI.Ier. For all correctio~ depending
upon the wing Iift distribution, the plan-form corrections were

.
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Aileron defkct!m 6a, deg

(a)u-O.P.(b)cP4.fJ”.(o)a-8.9°.
(d)a-l%l”.

FIGURE84.-Comparkon of the aileronef?ewt[venessof the partlal+pantapered-whrgmodel
and the complete-manmodel. Flopsneutnd;M~O.17.
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Ai/erm &f+ci%q 6., deg

[a) a-1.1”.
(h) a-&4°.
(c) a-S. F’.

Fxoun 36.–CMp9rf9on of the aileron efkctfvenez3 of the partfal-span tapered-wingmdei
8Udthe complet~rm modeI. Full-spsn flaps MMted; .M=O.17.

considerably smaller for the reflection-plane condition
because the lift distribution was more nearly like that of a
complete wing. by errors in determining the lift distri-
bution were therefore minimized and the corrected values
of the data were the most representative of the complete
*.

From alI these considerations, it was found that a reflec-
tion plane should be used -wherever possible for tests of _
partial-span models. If it is necessary, from other consider-
ations, to use an end plate or no end plate, it is possible by
the methods described herein to determine suitable correc-
tions to be applied in order to obtain reasonable resuh,
particularly with flaps neutral and below maximum lift.

LMGLEY lfEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,

NATIONAL ADPISORY CO=~EE FOR AERONAUTICS,

LANGLEY FIELD, VA., Februa~ 4, 1916.
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TABLE I.—BOUNDARY-INDUCED VELOCITY ~ ALONG HORIZONTAL CENTER LINE DUE TO UNIT C0UNTERC140CK-

WISE VORTEX AT VARIOUS DISTANCES ; FROM REFLECTION PLANE FOR +=0.73026

0.4 T 1.50.2 0.3

0.0242
.02M
.0221
.0224
.om
.0232
.01s8
.0176
.0164
.0152
.0141
.0131
.0122
.0114
.0105
.m
. Was

0.5 0-6 0.7 0.8 1.2

‘TABLE H.-BOUNDARY-INDUCED VELOCITY ~ ALONG HORIZONTAL CENTER LINE DUE TO UNIT COUNTERCLOCK-

WISE VORTEX AT VARIOUS DISTANCES $ FROM REFLECTION. PLANE FOR $=0.49781

06T
o.05M :;~ “; 0.06.53
.0306 .c652
.05)1 .0577” .owl
.0495 .0573 .0647
.0489

:~g ;g
.0644

:%
.0459 .0547 .Otul
.0443 .0536
.0429
.0428 :%? “ %J ,
.0418
.0408 :~” .C624

—

0.9

\

a;r
Vlr 0.1 0.2 I 0.4 1.20.5 1.0 1.1

,—

0.2

- 1—

0.0786 0.0347
.0780
,0767 :%
.0792 .0857
.0794 .Wo
.0799 .0s78
.0s37 .0804
.0$16 .(PJ7.6
.a930 .@J40
.08M .0976.0872.1017
.0w2 .1072
.003’5 .1144

0.Om
,0937
,0913
.0923
,0938
.0053
.0085
,1019
.mu
.1119
.1187
,lm2
.1404

0 0:Ci&
.1
.2 .0039
.3 .M135
.4 . lxw
,5 .0030

.0077
:; ..0074
.8 .0070

. (M7
1:: Jl#
1.1
1.2 .0057

0.0177
.0175
.0174
.0170
.0166
.0159
.0154
.0147
.0141
.0133
. U=
.OL22
.0116

0.Oi4 0.0346
; (33; .0344

.0340
.0.354 .0322
.0243 .0325
Ozkl .0316

.0282 .0308

.0222 .02Q8

.0214 .om

.02U5 .0278

.Olw .0267

.0187 .om

.0179 .0247

0.0427
,0420
.0420
.0414
.0107
.0397
.0386
.0377
.CB66
.0255
.0344
.0322
.0%?2

a 07m”
.072Q
. 072Q
.0710
.0719
.0710
.0719
.0719
.0719
.0722
.07W
.0746
.0763

TABLE 111.—BOUNDARY-INDUCED VELOCITY ~ ALONG HORIZONTAL CENTER LINE DUE TO UNIT COUNTERCLOCKWISE

VORTEX AT VARIOUS DISTANCES ; FROM CENTER OF A CIRCULAR JET

rrl““””~~-r\+0, o~ 03 04 O..g r).~ 0.7 0.s 0.0

“r\ .—

-0.9 0.007% 0.0136 0:13;$ 0.0234 0.0274 0.0210 0.0242 0.037u o.Cmo
—.8 ;g: .0137 .0241 .0284 .03!23 .C-257 .02s3 .0416
-. .0140 .0197 .0!249 .02s3 .W$5 .m74 .oto8 .0439
-. i .C075 .0142 .O!mz .0237 .03m .oa51 .0W2 .0430 .0405
-. .0076 .0145 .0208 .02a5 .031s .0367 .0418 .0456 .0404
-. : .0277 .0147 .0218

‘1
.0274 .Cb232 .0235 .0435 .0432 .0527

-., .Cm? .01s3 .02N .0246 .0405 .Oim .0512 .03M
—.2 .Cm3 .0153 .0225 :%% ;~z .04!Z3 ;% .0649 .cmo7.
-. 1 .m79 .0153 .0232 .&3@3 .C4ml .0539
0

.m57
.Cm .0159 .0229 .W8 .0399 .0477 .0557 .WS37

.1
.0716

.0162 .0240 .m22
.2

.ot19 ~~ .0399 .0392 Xrg
:%? .o16a .0254 ..CW6 .M42 .0S48 .Om

.3 .#32 .0169 .0282 .C@52 .043a .06s2 .0705 .am

.4
.Om

.(KS3 .0178 .0271 .Bd79 .04’27 .0323 .0774 .0z26
.ll

,1117
.W&t ,0177 .0281 .0331 .0682 .0857 .1001 . 1W!4

.0 .W5 .0181 .0291 :% .CM8 .0746 .0w3 .1224 ,1557
.0185 .0w2 .0442 .w2

:;
.0323 ;]% .1447 . me!

;RJ .0M9 .0314 .046a .Ow .o?18
.9

.170s
.0194 .0327 .0497 .07zi .1023 . K#3 .2274 :%

.-

TABLE IV.-CORRECTIONS APPLIED. TO UNCORRECTED COEFFICIENTS OF. REpRESENTAT~VE MOUEL J?OR T~IREE .-.
END CONDITIONS

I ‘ftefleetlon plene End plete- No end pleta I

41 ‘:;_ \,z+
AC&JCL --------

[ -.a32 1 -:: -:: ~ ~ _;:

--------

bACdCz= -.LM3 I -::

AC.lCLCi -. , “-.0405 ~ .W”: [ -.OW :Z i .W I -.04H

s Includes ACD. (see text).

—.

d.

. . . ..

.“

ACt CJ ACI, ACIn

L For purpoeeof thle t8ble ~=~k—le~-l-~’


